Join us in exploring the roots of Jewish Belarus

Please join our founder, Zane Buzby on

August 2, 2020
9am Pacific time

As she joins other prominent speakers from London, Minsk, New York, Los Angeles and across the globe to explore Jewish roots in Belarus and beyond.

Zane's eye-opening and thought-provoking presentation of her work with Survivors in Eastern Europe and the Baltics, as well as her filmed interviews with survivors, brave rescuers and witnesses, is not to be missed.

Explore the unknown world of Jewish Belarus and beyond at The Together Plan's first ever online global convention

Zoom in to Zoymen 2020

August 2nd 2020
14 exciting sessions running from 12:00 - 19:00 BST

Zoymen (Yiddish: “seed”) is an exploration into the unknown world of Jewish Belarus and beyond, featuring prominent speakers from London, Minsk, New York, Los Angeles and across the globe.

This event is organised and directed by members of our very own Youth for Youth movement: Young adults across the world achieving change for the better through social action.

Register at www.thetogetherplan.com/events/zoymen2020
tickets: £10.00 for access to all sessions

together, we are stronger

The Together Plan supports the revival of Jewish communities in the Former Soviet Union. If this applies to you, please contact us for a discount.